
Franklin S. Harris, 1925. Harris’s legacy can be seen today as thousands of 
students are taught to excel in hundreds of disciplines all across campus. 
BYU would not be the strong educational institution it is if Franklin S. 
Harris had not believed in the possibilities of a small parochial school 
and worked to improve it. Courtesy University Archives, Brigham Young 
University.
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Education is deeply embedded in the theology and religion of The 
 Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Formal educational sys-

tems began to develop soon after the establishment of the Church in 1830. 
The first of these formal systems was the School of the Prophets, estab-
lished in Kirtland, Ohio, in December 1832 to prepare selected members 
for missionary work.1 Nearly a decade later an attempt was made to estab-
lish a university in Nauvoo, Illinois. After the move to Utah, the Church 
continued its involvement in formal education with the establishment 
of “common schools, stake academies, and colleges and universities.”2 
The curriculum of these early frontier schools was heavily influenced by 
Church attitudes and teachings. To the growing non-LDS population in 
Utah this intermixing of religion and education was offensive, and Utah 
education became a source of conflict as each group sought to influence 
the educational curriculum.3 This conflict influenced Church leaders 
to “organize experimental church schools” to educate the youth of the 
Church.4 This experiment assumed more urgency with the passage of 
the Edmunds-Tucker Act in 1887. The Edmunds-Tucker Act accelerated 
the growing “secularization of the public schools.”5 This, in turn, led the 
Church to expand its network of stake academies and colleges and begin 
investigating the need for a vehicle to deliver religious education to those 
LDS children attending public schools.6

By 1911 the Church had established a network of twenty-two high-
school level academies.7 Although not formally accredited as colleges, three 
of these academies were authorized to conduct college work: Brigham 
Young University in Provo, Brigham Young College in Logan, and Latter-
day Saints University in Salt Lake City.8 Eight years later the appointment 
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This article started out as an inves-
tigation of the early history of the 
library at Brigham Young University. I 
was curious as to when the first library 
building was constructed and why—a 
story that still interests me. I quickly 
realized, however, that the story of the 
Heber J. Grant Library was at the heart 
of a much richer story about the sur-
vival of Brigham Young University 
during a time of immense turmoil in 
the Church’s educational programs. 
Franklin S. Harris arrived at BYU at a critical juncture in its history. 
He was young, idealistic, and full of enthusiasm for the future. He 
also had his doubts about the venture he was about to embark on: it 
didn’t seem possible to make a university out of the small parochial 
school located in Provo, Utah, but he was willing to give it a shot. He 
drew confidence from a mentor who believed in him and encour-
aged him every step of the way—John A. Widtsoe.

One of the hallmarks of BYU today is the mentoring programs 
that it has established to help students reach their full potential. 
We tend to think of mentoring as a relationship that benefits one 
student, and yet it very often can impact untold numbers of people. 
Everyone who has attended or worked at BYU has been impacted by 
Widtsoe’s influence on Harris. Widtsoe taught at Brigham Young 
University for just one year, but during that year he became Harris’s 
mentor. Providing students with opportunities to interact with 
knowledgeable faculty became one of the cornerstones of Harris’s 
vision of leadership. By actively encouraging and fostering men-
toring on its campus, Brigham Young University continues to real-
ize the expansive vision of leadership that Harris had in mind for 
the university. 

J. Gordon Daines III
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of Elder David O. McKay of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles as Church 
Commissioner of Education (1919–1922) set in motion the first of a series 
of reviews of this educational network. These reviews were conducted 
through most of the 1920s and resulted in important policy changes 
that dramatically remade the Church’s educational network. The most 
pronounced policy change was a shift away from the academy network 
and toward the growing seminary program. By the end of these reviews, 
nineteen of the Church’s twenty-two academies had been either closed or 
transferred to the states of Arizona or Utah.9 

Brigham Young University was fortunate to have Franklin S. Harris 
at the helm during this turbulent time. He successfully envisioned a new 
mission for BYU and changed the university’s focus from solely produc-
ing teachers for the Church’s educational network to enabling students to 
become leaders in the arts and sciences, government, and academia. His 
vision and effective advocacy for this new mission enabled the university 
to retain its place as the flagship of Church education at the end of the 
1920s.10 Franklin S. Harris played a critical role in establishing a solid 
foundation that enabled BYU to survive the changing landscape of the 
Church’s educational network in the 1920s. This paper will examine the 
structures Harris put into place between 1921 and 1926 that enabled BYU to 
broaden its programs from teacher training to include all the disciplines 
associated with a first-rate university. 

Changes in the Church’s Educational Policy 

The new shape of the Church’s educational network began to emerge 
with the appointment of Elder McKay as Church Commissioner and his 
selection of Elder Stephen L Richards as his first counselor and Elder 
Richard R. Lyman as his second counselor. They recommended that 
outgoing Superintendent of Church Schools Horace H. Cummings be 
replaced by Adam S. Bennion.11 The new Commission of Education oper-
ated under the direction of Church President Heber J. Grant.12 It promptly 
set about evaluating the Church’s educational network. A number of con-
cerns prompted the Commission to submit a letter to the General Church 
Board of Education on March 3, 1920, outlining its recommendations on 
the direction that Church education should take. A major concern was 
financial—the educational programs of the Church were becoming an 
increasing drain on the Church’s budget. The Commission said, “The 
problem of maintaining the present number of schools is a most diffi-
cult one, especially so in the light of the absolute necessity of increasing 
teachers’ salaries in much greater proportion than either the Church or 
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the State has hitherto done.”13 Another major concern was the sense of 
duplication between academies and state-sponsored high schools.14 The 
steadily improving state-sponsored high schools were gaining favor with 
many Church members, and attendance was declining at the Church 
academies.

To answer those concerns, the Commission proposed that the focus 
of Church education shift away from the academy network in favor of 
the developing seminary program and that the Church close several 
of their academies or transfer them to the state.15 The Commission fur-
ther recommended that two-year teacher training programs be estab-
lished at Brigham Young University, Brigham Young College, Weber 
Normal College, Snow Normal College, Ricks Normal College, and Dixie 
Normal College. This recommendation recognized that two-year teacher 
training programs were already in place at some of these institutions and 
authorized the others to begin programs. Finally, the Commission rec-
ommended that “there should be one institution in the system at which 
a complete college course leading to a degree is offered and we recom-
mend that this be the BYU at Provo. For this school, all the other normal 
colleges should be feeders.”16 The General Church Board of Education 
adopted these recommendations as policy on March 15, 1920, and began 
the slow process of implementing them.17

News of the policy change was upsetting to members of the communi-
ties where the academies were located. Although many of the community 
leaders understood the financial reasons for wanting to close selected 
academies, they were convinced that the academy in their community 
should not be closed. Superintendent Bennion worked tirelessly over the 
next year to convince communities that the policy was a necessary change 
and that the seminary program would benefit their communities even 
more than the academies had. He met with little initial success and had 
managed to convert only three academies to state-run high schools by the 
end of 1921.18 

One community that did not need much convincing that the new pol-
icy was a good idea was Provo, home of BYU. The university had achieved 
the status of flagship of Church education in the late 1880s, and the new 
policy further solidified its position. Former BYU Presidents Cluff and 
Brimhall had long labored to have BYU named as the Church’s teachers’ 
college, and their efforts were rewarded in 1909 when the General Church 
Board of Education announced that “there be no college work done in the 
Church Schools, except what is necessary to prepare teachers, and this be 
done in the Brigham Young University, also that the Church Teacher’s Col-
lege be established at the Brigham Young University.”19 Franklin S. Harris’s 
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1921 appointment as university president further bolstered confidence in 
BYU’s future.

A New President for BYU

The search for a new Brigham Young University president had begun 
in 1920 when George H. Brimhall was released. President Brimhall wanted 
to dedicate more time to the growing seminary program and felt he 
couldn’t do that and continue to serve as president of BYU.20 In early 
March 1920, Commissioner McKay recommended that Dr. Milton R. 
Bennion, then dean of the School of Education at the University of Utah, 
be appointed president of BYU.21 He received permission to contact 
Dr. John A. Widtsoe, president of the University of Utah, about procur-
ing Dr. Bennion’s services. Later that same month Commissioner McKay 
reported to the General Church Board of Education that he had spoken 
with Dr. Widtsoe and that Dr. Widtsoe had “abstained from making any 

Brigham Young Academy Building, ca. 1897, from the northwest. At this time the 
Academy was primarily a high school. Events occurred between 1897 and 1926 that 
prepared the way for the Academy to become a university in both name and deed. 
One of the most important events was the appointment of Franklin S. Harris as 
BYU’s fifth president. Courtesy University Archives, BYU.
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definite answer as to whether he would feel all right about letting Brother 
Bennion go from the University, further than to say that if the brethren 
thought that Brother Bennion could do better work in another position 
he would not stand in the way.”22 In the discussion following Commis-
sioner McKay’s report, several members of the General Church Board of 
Education questioned the propriety of taking Dr. Bennion away from the 
University of Utah. They decided to table the issue for the time being and 
authorized Commissioner McKay to “make further investigation to see if 
some other suitable man could be secured.”23

The Commission of Education was forced to find that “other suitable 
man” without Elder McKay’s participation in the process because Elder 
McKay had left on a world tour as part of his responsibilities as a member 
of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles.24 The Commission of Education 
presented their recommendations regarding the leadership of BYU to the 
General Church Board of Education in mid-April. Speaking on behalf of 
the Commission, Elder Stephen L Richards recommended that George H. 
Brimhall be granted the status of president-emeritus and that Franklin S. 

College Building and Academy Building, ca. 1898, from the south. Brigham 
Young Academy had been offering college courses since the early 1890s, and the 
new College Building offered a home for many of those courses—particularly 
those dealing with teacher training. Courtesy University Archives, BYU.
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Harris of the Utah State Agricultural College be offered the presidency of 
the university.25

Franklin S. Harris’s Preparation for the Presidency

Franklin S. Harris began his academic career in earnest in 1903 at 
the age of nineteen when he commenced high school work at Brigham 
Young University. He completed his high school diploma in 1904 and 
returned home to Colonia Juarez, Mexico, where he taught school 
for a year. In September 1905 his passion for learning led him back to 
BYU, where he commenced his college studies under the tutelage of 
Dr. John A. Widtsoe. His association with Dr. Widtsoe would mark the 
trajectory of his academic career.26 He completed his college studies at 
BYU in 1907 and followed Dr. Widtsoe to the Utah State Agricultural 
College. After teaching at the Agricultural College for one year, Har-
ris took his new bride, Estelle Spilsbury, and moved to Ithaca, New 
York, to pursue graduate work in agronomy at Cornell University. 
Upon completion of his degree, he returned to the Utah State Agri-
cultural College as a professor of agronomy and an agronomist on the 
staff of the Experiment Station. He quickly rose through the academic 
ranks and eventually served as director of both the School of Agri-
cultural Engineering and the Experiment Station. He was considered 

Three-year college graduates 
of Brigham Young Universi-
ty’s class of 1907: standing are 
Hans C. Peterson, George R. 
Hill, Harvey Fletcher; sit-
ting are Robert H. Sainsbury, 
Georgia Hoagland, Frank-
lin S. Harris. Franklin S. Har-
ris developed a deep love of 
learning at BYU and formed 
friendships that would impact 
the future of the university. 
Among those friends were 
Professor John A. Widtsoe and 
classmate Harvey Fletcher. 
Courtesy University Archives, 
BYU.
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for the presidency of the Agricultural College in 1916. His administra-
tive skills and close association with Widtsoe were among the factors 
the General Church Board of Education considered when offering him the 
presidency of BYU.27

Accepting the BYU presidency was not an easy decision for Harris. He 
enjoyed his agricultural work at the Utah State Agricultural College and 
was comfortable with the career path he was following at an institution 
that cared as deeply about agriculture as he did. He still hoped to be presi-
dent of the Agricultural College at some day in the near future.28 Moreover, 
he was concerned about the nature of BYU—particularly its composition 
of high school students mixed in with college students.29 Harris consulted 
with Widtsoe and other trusted advisors until he was comfortable that 
BYU had the potential to be a fine university. He considered the decision 
for a week after it was first offered to him by President Heber J. Grant, and 
accepted on April 22, 1921.30 The BYU Board of Trustees unanimously 
approved the appointment of Franklin S. Harris as university president on 
April 26, 1921, and set July 1, 1921, as the date that the appointment would take 
effect. They felt strongly that they had “the right man in the right place.”31 
It was a fortunate choice for BYU. Harris gained a compelling vision of 
the university’s potential and was able to persuade others to believe in that 
vision. He was also able to begin implementing pieces of that vision in a 
manner that demonstrated its practicality and achievability. 

Harris’s Vision for BYU’s Future

On his first visit to campus, shortly after accepting the presidency, 
Harris stated, “The President of the Church Commission of Education, 
and all who have anything to do with Church schools are determined to 
make this ‘the great Church University.’”32 President Harris’s vision of 
what was meant by “the great Church University” differed from that of 
his predecessors. From its inception in 1875, BYU had focused on training 
teachers for the Church’s educational network. While Presidents Cluff and 
Brimhall and the BYU Board of Trustees had envisioned the university as 
the primary institution of teacher training for the Church, President Har-
ris had another purpose in mind—a purpose that would give BYU a much 
more stable position in the Church’s educational network.

He outlined what that purpose was during that first visit to campus in 
April 1921. He told the assembled student body, “All Mormondom cannot 
be educated here but I hope to see the time when two of a city and two of 
a county will come here to become leaders.”33 The purpose of the “great 
Church University” was to equip students with the skills necessary to be 
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leaders in whatever discipline or field they chose to study. Harris had an 
expansive view of leadership. In his inaugural address he stated, “It is our 
purpose therefore not only to train our students in the useful arts and 
sciences of the day, but also to fit them to lead in various civic, religious, 
and industrial problems that arise out of the complex conditions of 
modern life.”34 He wanted BYU to produce students capable of excelling 
in whatever field or discipline they chose to study. These students would 
make the world a better place to live and would spread the ideals of the 
Church worldwide. 

President Harris recognized that if the university were to produce 
students capable of standing at the front of their chosen disciplines and 
become “the great Church University,” several things had to occur. “We 
are expected to render service and our people are destined to lead the 
world in all things good,” he said. “We want to make this institution 
the greatest on earth, as it is now in many respects. It doesn’t take a big 
plant to be great. We want more buildings, more equipment and a greater 
faculty; but first of all, we want to establish pre-eminent scholarship and 

Franklin S. Harris at his desk in Logan, 1920. While at the Utah State Agricultural 
College, Harris was still developing his concept of leadership that would so deeply 
influence the future of BYU. Courtesy University Archives, BYU.
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leadership.”35 He encouraged the faculty and the student body to join with 
him in a cooperative effort to make BYU truly great. 

President Harris recognized immediately that he needed a plan to 
achieve his goals. Harris’s broad concept of leadership as encompassing 
excellence in a chosen discipline or field had been developing since his 
early experiences at BYU under the mentorship of John A. Widtsoe.36 
It continued to evolve at Cornell University and the Utah State Agricul-
tural College, where he observed the workings of Farm and Home Weeks 
designed to give farmers information that would allow them to improve 
their crop yields.37 By the time he was appointed president of BYU, Harris 
had come to the conclusion that leadership involved enabling individuals 
to reach their full potential in whatever they chose to do in life. Leadership 
involved teaching but was much more than that. He explained, “I believe 
that a person should do all he can to spread education and promote indus-
tries and occupations that will tend to make humanity more free, and give 
them a desire to live properly. I believe the Gospel of Jesus Christ embraces 

all of these principles and is 
a perfect code of life.”38 This 
progressive view of education 
resonated strongly with Elder 
McKay.39 Shortly before Elder 
McKay became the ninth Pres-
ident of The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, he 
summed up his lifelong view 
of education: “Without further 
comment, I give you this defini-
tion: The aim of education is to 
develop resources in the child 
that will contribute to his well-
being as long as life endures.”40 
Harris recognized that his 
vision of leadership comple-
mented and augmented that of 
President McKay and spent the 
twenty-four years of his presi-
dency working to enable BYU 
to produce students capable of 
being leaders in all disciplines.

Harris’s vision of the 
university’s potential and his 

Franklin S. Harris (left) and John A. Widt-
soe, 1914. Harris met Widtsoe at BYU in 
1905 and formed a strong friendship with 
him. Widtsoe would be a constant advi-
sor throughout Harris’s twenty-four year 
tenure as president of BYU. Courtesy 
University Archives, BYU.
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desire to increase its ability to enable students to become part of the solu-
tions to the world’s problems found support with other Church leaders as 
well. Soon after President Harris began articulating his new mission for the 
university, Elder James E. Talmage, after expressing ideas for improving 
the university, wrote:

I shall be glad to know as to whether the foregoing suggestions are in 
accord with your plan and purpose; and I assure you again that the ren-
dering of any assistance within my power to give will be a matter of real 
joy as it is one of actual duty. I am sure I may say of myself and my col-
leagues that we, your brethren, desire to uphold your hands and sustain 
you in every way in the high and very important position to which you 
have been called.41

Harris’s first efforts were 
to get Brigham Young Uni-
versity accredited—a process 
that involved restructuring the 
academic system of the univer-
sity and improving the physi-
cal plant. The support of Elder 
Talmage as well as President 
Grant, Elder Widtsoe (newly 
installed as Church Commis-
sioner of Education), and oth-
ers42 allowed Harris to forge 
ahead with his new vision for 
the university; their support 
would prove crucial to BYU’s 
ability to survive the changing 
face of Church education in the 
mid-1920s.

During May and June 
1921, President Harris focused 
considerable attention on the 
refinement and implementa-
tion of his plan for BYU. He 
consulted prominent Latter-
day Saint scholars about how 
to improve scholarship on cam-
pus and how to implement an 
academic structure that would 
meet the needs of a growing 

Left to right: Anthony W. Ivins, Frank-
lin S. Harris, and Heber J. Grant, Janu-
ary 26, 1923. The support of these and 
other Church leaders enabled Harris to 
successfully reorganize the academic 
structure of BYU and revitalize its place 
in the Church’s educational network. 
Courtesy University Archives, BYU.
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university.43 Toward the end of May, Harris began publicizing his plan 
with an article in the student newspaper, White and Blue. He explained the 
core of his vision for the university: 

It is impossible in a single institution to educate all the people of the 
Church; other agencies are available for training the great masses. What 
this particular university must aim to do is to train for leadership in 
its highest forms: leadership in the Church itself, leadership in social 
affairs, leadership in business, leadership in art, leadership in citizen-
ship, in fact leadership in all that will contribute to the betterment of the 
world and the happiness of its people.44 

He then explained the steps that needed to be taken to enable BYU to 
“train for leadership.” They included:

• the need to have faculty whose scholarship was the best 
in the world,

• the creation of a great library,
• the establishment of a research division to aid the faculty in 

improving their scholarship, and
• the need for an extension division to be established in order 

to extend the reach of the university beyond itself. 
He explained that the growth of the university needed to be slow and 
steady so that it would be lasting.

In his inaugural address on October 17, 1921, Harris tied the future of 
the university to its ability to produce leaders. “It is with the full recogni-
tion of this responsibility that Brigham Young University is laying its 
plans for future development. It is conscious of the fact that unless it trains 
men and women for leadership in the various activities in which they 
engage, it has no excuse for existence.”45 In this speech, Harris foreshad-
ows the vision that Church authorities would speak about in later years, 
such as President Spencer W. Kimball’s statement in 1976 that BYU should 
aim to lead the world in scientific, intellectual, and artistic endeavors.46

Faculty and Accreditation

Strengthening the university’s faculty was one of the first challenges 
tackled by President Harris. He targeted faculty recruitment as the best 
place to start and initiated a campaign to hire faculty who held doctoral 
degrees or who had established strong reputations in their fields of inter-
est.47 As part of this new recruitment policy he further stipulated that “all 
new faculty hold at least a master’s degree.”48 Among the faculty hired by 
President Harris were Harrison Val Hoyt (MA from Harvard University), 
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L. John Nuttall Jr. (MA from Columbia University), Carl F. Eyring (PhD 
from the California Institute of Technology), and Melvin C. Merrill 
(PhD from Washington University in St. Louis).49

To encourage existing faculty members to upgrade their educational 
qualifications, President Harris invited them to take sabbatical leaves to 
enroll in advanced degree programs.50 He offered them partial salary dur-
ing such sabbaticals as an incentive.51 His programs were very successful 
and helped improve the quality of the faculty at BYU.

President Harris understood that faculty needed the support of a 
strong institutional structure if they were to be successful as scholars and 
teachers. He also realized that the ill-defined boundary between the high 
school and the college was preventing BYU from becoming accredited.52 
Beginning in 1922, President Harris reorganized the academic structure 
of the university. He organized the university into five colleges, three 
divisions, and a high school. He also handpicked the men to lead those 

College of Fine Arts faculty, 1920s. Harris established the first College of Fine Arts 
west of the Mississippi and worked to ensure that it had a superb faculty. Harris 
understood that a university could not thrive without excellent faculty members 
and worked hard to improve the credentials of the faculty at BYU. Courtesy Uni-
versity Archives, BYU.
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colleges into the future. The colleges were the College of Commerce and 
Business Administration, the College of Education, the College of Arts 
and Sciences, the College of Applied Science, and the College of Fine Arts. 
The three divisions were the Extension Division, the Graduate Division, 
and the Research Division.53

The reorganization of BYU’s academic structure was basically com-
plete by 1925. The changes instituted as part of the reorganization of 
the academic structure enabled BYU to be accredited as a college by the 
Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools, the American 
Council on Education, and the Association of American Universities. 
The Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools accredited 
BYU in 1923, as did the American Council on Education.54 Accreditation 
was an extremely important step for the university. It enabled BYU to 
attract more highly qualified faculty, and it allowed graduates of the 
university to attend prestigious graduate programs more easily. It also 
demonstrated to the General Church Board of Education that the univer-
sity was serious in its aspirations to become the “great Church University.” 
Furthermore, it enabled the university to begin meeting its stated goal of 
producing leaders in all aspects of life.

A New Library 

President Harris lobbied for a new library from the outset of his 
administration. Harris felt that “the library is the heart of a University”55 
and that BYU could never be “the great Church university” without it. He 
had ramped up his campaign to get a new library built on Upper Campus56 
in February 1924 with a letter to Heber J. Grant, then President of The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. He explained that the current 
location of library materials was susceptible to fire damage and that it 
was too small to house the university’s growing library collection. He also 
pointed out that the library collection “is one of the most valuable collec-
tions in the West. It is particularly valuable to our people. It could not be 
replaced for any amount of money.”57 

In May 1924, Harris learned from Elder John A. Widtsoe58 that he 
had “seen President Grant and talked over with him the advisability of a 
Library building.”59 Elder Widtsoe also advised President Harris that he 
would take the “matter up before the Commission of Education.”60 On 
August 12, 1924, Adam S. Bennion wrote to President Harris to officially 
inform him that the General Church Board of Education had approved 
the construction of a library building on Temple Hill.61 The minutes 
of the Executive Committee of the BYU Board of Trustees noted that 
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the General Church Board of Education had appropriated $125,000 for the 
construction of the library and that Joseph Nelson had been selected as the 
architect. They also noted that the university hoped to raise an additional 
$10,000 from alumni to cover the costs of beautifying the land around the 
library building.62

President Harris was thrilled that the library building had been 
approved, and he wasted little time in sharing the news with family, 
friends, and colleagues. He wrote to his mother, Eunice S. Harris, “This 
is something I have been working for ever since I came down and so it is 
quite a satisfaction to have the efforts bear fruit.”63 To Fred Buss, a col-
league, he exclaimed, “We were all very much elated yesterday because 
Wednesday the Church Board of Education decided to build us a fine 
library building on the hill.”64 He told his brother, Sterling Harris, “You 
know we have an appropriation for our new library building and we want 
to make the hill one beautiful spot, so are raising $10,000 from all the 
students in this vicinity to carry on the work.”65 The excitement surround-
ing the new library is best reflected in a letter written to President Harris 
by Eugene L. Roberts, a faculty member, during the construction of the 
library. Roberts wrote, “A library upon the hill and a beautiful recreational 

Heber J. Grant Library, 1925, from the southeast. The Grant Library was at the 
heart of President Harris’s vision of “the Great Church University.” It was the 
library that enabled scholars and students to expand their capacity for leadership. 
Courtesy University Archives, BYU.
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and social center nearby surrounded with courts, lawns, fields—then the 
extra-curricula[r] life of the school will be held in the unified grip of an 
ideal college settting [sic].”66

Groundbreaking for the new library was held on October 16, 1924, and 
the building was dedicated one year later. It was named after President 
Heber J. Grant to honor his commitment to education and learning.67 The 
building was two stories high and contained office space and classrooms 
in addition to closed stacks for the library collections and a large reading 
room.68 The new library building was also used to house the university’s 
Ancient American Collection in an environment that was secure, yet still 
available to serious scholars.69 President Harris felt that the new library 
was a successful addition to the campus and that it boosted scholarship 
of both faculty and students. To Elder Melvin J. Ballard he wrote, “The 
spirit of the school has never been better than this year [1926] and our new 
library building adds a great deal to the general spirit of scholarship.”70

Harris’s Proposal for a New Building Program 

Another signal of the strength of BYU’s aspirations toward greatness 
was President Harris’s plan to establish adequate physical facilities for the 
university. In the late fall of 1925, four years into his presidency, Harris put 
together a report entitled “A Program for the Brigham Young University.” 
Prepared at the request of Superintendent Bennion, the report outlined the 
steps President Harris felt were necessary to put the university on a more 
solid footing. The report highlighted the progress made in improving 
the university and enunciated a plan for future development. Embedded 
within the plan were the structures Harris felt were needed to allow the 
university to become an institution capable of producing graduates who 
could reach the pinnacle of their chosen discipline or field. The report was 
favorably received by Church leadership and strengthened their commit-
ment to helping Harris achieve his vision for the university. 

President Harris used the report to highlight BYU’s progress toward 
becoming the “great Church University” and to explain the future needs 
of the growing institution. He tied the success of the university’s goals to 
the Church by writing that “the Brigham Young University is essentially 
a Church institution and it will probably always derive the greater part of 
its funds directly from the Church.”71 The rest of the report examined the 
university in five sections: organization, enrollment, greatest needs, build-
ing program, and annual maintenance.

Organization. President Harris explained that the university was now 
organized in three divisions and five colleges. He felt that “the Institution 
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is in good condition in this respect and that the framework of colleges 
and deparments [sic] will need very little change for the next half dozen 
years.”72 The organizational structure had enabled the university to obtain 
accreditation and was handling the needs of the student body quite well.

Enrollment. President Harris highlighted the growth of the college 
student body: “In 1919–20 it was 428; whereas in 1924–25 it was 1204; and 
this year there seems to be about a 15 per cent increase over last.”73 He 
attributed the growth in student population to the growing excellence of 
BYU. He believed that the enrollment could double before the organiza-
tional structure of the university would need to be changed again.

Greatest Needs. Harris set goals for: “(1) An improved faculty, (2) 
More adequate scientific equipment, and (3) More books in the library.”74 
He pointed out that faculty hiring was one of the most important things a 
university does, and he raised the question of increasing salaries to com-
pete for better-qualified faculty.75 He believed that the “modern institution 
must have the apparatus of the modern world” and that BYU had made 

Study hall in the Grant Library, ca. 1925. Students and faculty kept the study hall 
in the Grant Library constantly occupied as they learned the skills necessary to 
better themselves and the world. Courtesy University Archives, BYU.
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a good start in this direction but still had room to improve. He stated 
that “large sums” should be spent to improve BYU’s scientific equipment. 
He acknowledged that the Church had already generously paid for the 
construction of a library,76 but the library collection was inadequate and 
needed to triple in size.77

In order to increase the size of the library collections, Harris imple-
mented a book drive in connection with the construction of the new 
library. The drive was highly successful. After just two months, over three 
thousand volumes had been donated to the university and over two thou-
sand dollars had been contributed to purchase needed materials. The list of 
donors was impressive and showed the wide reach of the young institution, 
with donations coming from Oregon, Arizona, New Mexico, Idaho, New 
York, and Wyoming as well as Canada.78 The library continued to grow 
throughout Harris’s administration.

Building Program. According to President Harris, “Every growing 
institution must have a building program.” He felt that BYU’s building 
program needed to include: “(1) A library, (2) A thoroughly modern sci-
ence building, (3) A gymnasium, (4) A women’s building, and (5) A class 
room building to house such subjects as English, History, etc.”79 Only the 
library building was built during Harris’s administration because of the 
financial situation of the Church.80 However, all of these buildings were 
completed following Harris’s administration as the financial situation of 
the Church improved and it was able to spend more money on its edu-
cational programs.81 Franklin S. Harris’s foresight and planning laid the 
groundwork for the successful expansion of BYU’s physical plant in the 
1950s and 1960s.

Annual Maintenance. In this section of the report, President Harris 
argued that the appropriation for BYU needed to increase $16,000 a year 
for six years until it reached an annual appropriation of $300,000 a year.82 
This would enable the university to meet its full potential. The Church’s 
poor financial position did not permit an increase to the appropriation, 
and it stayed flat at $200,000 a year for most of the 1920s and some of the 
1930s—even as university enrollment continued to grow.

The 1926 Review of Church Schools

The rest of President Harris’s vision to make BYU the “great Church 
University” was put on hold for the duration of his administration because 
of circumstances beyond his control. A serious depression in Utah fol-
lowed the end of World War I as both the mining and the farming indus-
tries collapsed due to decreased demand for their products.83 The financial 
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struggles of the average Utahn created financial problems for The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, which derived much of its income 
from tithing revenues. The financial problems caused by the onset of the 
depression in Utah coupled with the economic advantage of switching 
from the academies to seminaries had led the Church to withdraw from 
high school education beginning in 1920. Continued economic problems 
and the growing success of the seminary program led to another review of 
the Church’s educational network in 1926.84 Early in the year the General 
Church Board of Education asked Superintendent Bennion to put together 
a report on the Church’s educational network. They also requested rec-
ommendations on potential directions the Church’s educational network 
could take.

Superintendent Bennion presented his report, entitled “An Inquiry 
into Our Church School Policy,” to the General Church Board on Febru-
ary 3, 1926.85 Bennion opened his report by noting that both the Brigham 
Young College in Logan, Utah, and Ricks College in Rexburg, Idaho, had 
requested permission to expand their educational programs. He pointed 
out that the request of the Brigham Young College was the more reason-
able one for financial reasons: “This institution can clearly extend the field 
of its service with a relatively nominal increase in its expenditures.” With 
respect to the request that Ricks College be granted four-year status from 
its current junior college status, Bennion wrote, “Were the Ricks College 
to become a senior college it would call for a substantially increased bud-
get along with a building program of significant proportions.” He then 
pointed out that the “other schools in our system if they are to keep pace 
with similar institutions operated by the State will have to look forward 
to a considerable, continuing increase of outlay in the next ten years.” He 
made special reference to BYU and highlighted many of the elements of 
growth pointed out in Franklin S. Harris’s “Program for Brigham Young 
University.” He continued by briefly describing the history of the Church’s 
educational program and the gradual emergence of a competitive state-
run educational system.86 The emergence of the state school system had 
led directly to the closure of twelve academies by 1924.87 It had also led 
to the growth of the seminary program. Bennion mentioned that by 1926 
the Church was operating “59 seminaries, which to date are serving 9,231 
students.”88

The General Church Board had a decision to make. Would they expand 
their network of higher education at the expense of the growing seminary 
program, or would they curtail the growth of their higher education pro-
gram to allow the continued development of the seminary program? The 
seminary program was a better financial investment for the Church. It was 
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reaching more students than the colleges for the same amount of money, 
and it had the potential to reach college students through the new institute 
program.89 Bennion suggested that the Church had three alternatives: (1) it 
could maintain the schools at their current level of funding and continue 
expanding the seminary program, (2) it could increase the funding level 
of the Church schools, or (3) the Church could “withdraw from the field 
of academic instruction altogether and center our educational efforts in 
a promotion of a strictly religious education program.”90 Superintendent 
Bennion favored the third plan because it would allow the Church to 
“complement the work of the entire public school system wherever our 
people are” and it had the potential to be considerably less expensive in 
the long run.91

The General Church Board carefully considered the three alternatives 
that Superintendent Bennion had presented. Members of the General 
Church Board raised several questions about the benefits of the seminary 
program as well as about the desirability of having a strong institution of 
higher education as part of the Church’s educational network. Among the 
questions raised were:

Does the Church receive benefit in returns from an 8 to 1 investment 
in Church Schools as against Seminaries? 

Does there lie ahead in the field of the Junior College the same compe-
tition with State institutions that has been encountered in the high 
school field?

Can the Church afford to operate a university which will be able cred-
itably to carry on as against the great and richly endowed universi-
ties of our land?

Will collegiate seminaries be successful?92 

It was eventually decided that the issue was of such significance that the 
members of the General Church Board should be given time to seriously 
consider the implications of their decision and that they would continue 
the discussion at their next meeting.93

They next met on March 3, 1926, to consider the proposed budget for 
the Church schools. After Brigham Young College President W. W. Hen-
derson presented his case that that institution should be allowed to become 
a four-year college, the General Church Board returned to their discussion 
of the general policy of the Church’s educational network.94 This discus-
sion continued over the next several General Church Board meetings, 
including one in which the presidents of the various institutions that 
would be affected were invited to participate.95 The General Church Board 
spent most of the month of March debating the issue without coming to a 
resolution. Toward the end of the month the General Church Board asked 
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Superintendent Bennion and the First Presidency of the Church to formu-
late a policy and implement it.96 On March 31, Bennion announced to the 
Board of Trustees of Brigham Young College that “in face of all develop-
ments, it is thought wise that we discontinue our academic program and 
turn our attention to religious education.”97 In April 1926, Superintendent 
Bennion reiterated the changing focus of Church education when he told 
the Board of Trustees of Snow College that “the Church had established 
a policy to eventually withdraw from the academic field.”98  It does not 
appear that Superintendent Bennion took this decision back to the Gen-
eral Church Board for ratification, and subsequent events indicate that 
the policy was not as inflexible as it first appeared.99 However, the initial 
implementation of the policy led many to assume that the Church truly 
was going to completely withdraw from the field of higher education. 

The Closure of Brigham Young College in Logan

The Church began implementing the new policy in the spring of 1926 
with closure of the Brigham Young College. The Brigham Young College 
had been founded in Logan, Utah, by Brigham Young on July 24, 1877. 
President Young had set aside almost 10,000 acres as an endowment for 
the new school.100 He hoped that the school would be established on this 
land and that students would work the land. The products produced by 
the students would then be sold to support the school. This plan never 
materialized, and by the opening of the 1884–85 school year the Brigham 
Young College was located in the “East Building” at 100 West and 100 
South in Logan. Eventually other buildings were built in this same loca-
tion and it became the permanent home of the Brigham Young College.101 
The Brigham Young College offered a four-year baccalaureate degree 
from 1894 to 1909. In 1909 The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 
decided to eliminate upper division work at the Brigham Young College 
and turned it into a junior college.102 Because the legislature had prohib-
ited the Utah State Agricultural College from offering teacher training 
beginning in 1905, the Church allowed the Brigham Young College to 
maintain a normal school along with its junior college offerings.103 The loss 
of the baccalaureate degree in 1909 in combination with competition from 
the Utah State Agricultural College proved fatal to the Brigham Young 
College when the Church decided to pull away from postsecondary edu-
cation in 1926. President W. W. Henderson remarked at the closing of the 
school, “The total enrollment this year was 323. This is the lowest enroll-
ment in twenty years. It must be remembered, however, that the policy of 
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the college was reduced a few years ago to very unnatural and unreason-
able limitations. It is now a two year school with limited preparatory facili-
ties comparable to the fourth year of the high school.”104 He clearly felt that 
the loss of the baccalaureate degree in 1909 had played a major role in the 
Church’s decision to close the college.

Alumni and faculty attempted to make sense of the closing of their 
beloved school during the final commencement exercises held on May 23, 
1926. President W. W. Henderson commented:

The institution is now to be permanently closed, not because of internal 
disintegration, but to give greater opportunity for the growth of the 
seminary movement. If this movement is worth enough to warrant 
the closing of an institution of such established value as the Brigham 
Young College it is most certainly one of the greatest movements in 
religious education.

Henderson went on to question whether the trade-off was really worth it.105 
Dr. Joseph A. Geddes, a BYC faculty member, directed part of the blame 
at the Utah State Agricultural College. “Brigham Young did not know as 
President Grant does know that another large college would grow up in 
Logan. Those who are alive now perceive duplication and unnecessary 
expense in the maintenance of two colleges.” He also blamed the Church’s 
“policy of delimitation” that had led to a decline in the number of students, 
faculty, and courses offered at the Brigham Young College.106 

Persistent Fears of BYU’s Closure

The news of the closing of Brigham Young College created consider-
able concern among faculty and others associated with BYU. Although 
BYU did not have to compete with a state-sponsored college in Provo, it 
did have to worry that Church education funds would be poured into the 
developing seminary program and the fledgling institute program.

President Harris worked diligently to calm the fears of faculty and 
others associated with BYU. Harris had good reason to believe that the 
new policy advocated by Superintendent Bennion was not as firm as it 
appeared. He realized that the new philosophy at BYU and the struc-
tures put in place to support it had strengthened the university’s role in 
the Church’s educational network. He also understood that members of 
the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles including John A. Widtsoe, James E. 
Talmage, and David O. McKay still strongly believed that the Church 
needed some representation in the field of higher education and that they 
had influential voices on the General Church Board. He wrote Melvin C. 
Merrill, a faculty member, expressing his optimism about BYU’s chances 
of survival. “There has been considerable discussing of the whole Church 
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School System this year. This resulted in the closing of the B.Y.C. as you 
know and the whole thing has taken a good deal of time. It has therefore, 
delayed us in getting our own budget. Everything seems now in the clear 
for the B.Y.U. however.”107 Rumors persisted that BYU was to be closed, 
and, in June, Professor Merrill expressed his concerns to Harris: “From 
recent visitors from Logan I have understood that Dr. Adam Bennion 
made the statement to the B.Y.C. faculty that the new church school policy 
contemplates doing away with the Church schools and that the Ricks, the 
Weber, and the B.Y.U. are soon to go. I can’t believe that is true of the B.Y.U. 
How about it?”108 Harris responded to Merrill by saying:

 Regarding these rumors about Institutions closing, it may be that 
one or two more of them will close but I think there is no chance of the 
B. Y. U. closing in my day or yours. Dr. Bennion did talk a little freely 
but he is not talking that way now and there is no sentiment among any 
of the general authorities (I am informed from the very best authority) 
to close the B. Y. U.109

The rumored closing still had legs in July as evidenced by a letter writ-
ten from Harris to the editor of the Banyan:

 I believe your slogan “This is the Place” for an edition of the Banyan 
would be unusually appropriate and as to the rumor of the closing of the 
B.Y.U. this is something that develops out of the closing of the B.Y.C. and 
I am sure from those who would know, that there is nothing definite in 
the rumor. The B.Y.U. is certainly in a more substantial place than it has 
ever been.110 

The rumors were finally put to rest when Harris demonstrated his confi-
dence in the university’s future by leaving on a yearlong tour of the world 
in August 1926.111 

The Legacy of Franklin S. Harris

Franklin S. Harris’s ability to articulate a new vision for the uni-
versity was certainly a major reason for the Church’s decision to not 
close Brigham Young University in 1926. By changing the focus of the 
institution from solely producing teachers for the Church’s educational 
network to enabling students to become leaders in the arts and sciences, 
government, and academia, President Harris gave new focus to BYU and 
ensured that it would always have a continuing purpose in the Church’s 
educational network. By demonstrating to Church leaders such as Presi-
dent Heber J. Grant, Elder David O. McKay, Elder James E. Talmage, Elder 
Joseph Fielding Smith, and Elder John A. Widtsoe that BYU was capable 
of fulfilling the new vision and by gaining their support, Harris ensured 
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that the university would survive. A comment by Elder Widtsoe reflects 
the support Harris had garnered from Church leadership. He wrote, “Your 
candidates for the Bachelor’s degree, totaling about 168, as I counted them, 
is an indication of the complete change, during the last few years, in our 
educational endeavors in behalf of the public at large and of the new ser-
vice which is being rendered by the Brigham Young University. If any man 
in our Church should be happy in the success that has attends [sic] such 
service, you should be that man.”112 

Harris also tied the fate of the university to the growing seminary pro-
gram by highlighting the university’s role in producing teachers qualified 
to teach seminary. In a 1930 article in the Deseret News, Church Commis-
sioner of Education Joseph F. Merrill wrote that one of the reasons BYU 
had not been closed along with the rest of the schools in the academy net-
work was that “[a] university [is] an essential unit in our seminary system. 
For our seminary teachers must be specially trained for their work. The 
Brigham Young university is our training school.”113 

Equipping students to take the lead in solving world problems and 
producing teachers for the Church’s seminary program were not the only 
things President Harris did that enabled Brigham Young University to 
escape the fate of Brigham Young College. He also succeeded in getting 
the school accredited on a static budget—proving that the Church could 
afford to operate a successful university. Accreditation was the result of 
Harris’s efforts to strengthen the educational qualifications of the faculty 
and his reorganization of the academic structure of the university. It was 
also directly tied to Harris’s successful campaign to construct a library 
building. President Harris’s thoughtful “Program for Brigham Young 
University” illustrated ways that the university could meet its full potential 
and convinced Church leaders that maintaining a Church university was 
both achievable and desirable.

Franklin S. Harris was the right man at the right place, and his calm 
leadership enabled the university to survive the reorganization of the 
Church’s educational network. It also ensured that when the question of 
whether or not to close BYU came up again in 1929 and 1945, the answer 
was never in doubt—BYU would not close. His vision of the university’s 
potential as the “great Church University” and his actions to make that 
vision a reality put BYU on solid footing. The university’s current mission 
statement says, “All instruction, programs, and services at BYU, includ-
ing a wide variety of extracurricular experiences, should make their own 
contribution toward the balanced development of the total person.”114 The 
purpose of Brigham Young University is to enable students to meet both 
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personal and global challenges in creative ways that leave the world a bet-
ter place. Brigham Young University still strives to meet the expansive 
definition of leadership first articulated for it by Franklin S. Harris.
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